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Barbados has earned its place in the world as a 
premier small island developing state as is evidenced 
by its successful record of economic pe rformance and 
social development. 

An analysis of Barbados' situation from the 
geopolitical, social, economic and s tr u ctu r al 
perspectives favours our chances of achieving greater 
long-term sustainable economic growth and 
development over the strategic planning period 2005 
to 2025. 

Barbados is one of 12 Small Island Developing States (SIDS) in the 
Caribbean Basin. The most easternly of the Caribbean islands, it is 
approximately 166 square miles (431 sq. Km) with an estimated 
population of 270,000, making it one of the most densely populated 
countries in the western hemisphere. The island has no know mineral 
resources apart from small on-shore deposits of crude oil and natural 
gas. Despite its small size, Barbados has a relatively high per capita 
income of approximately US $8,500 making it a middle-income 
developing country. 

Since independence from Britain in 1966, successive governments have 
sought to diversify the production base of the economy. Given its 
soil, topography and rainfall patterns, sugar - manufactured from sugar 
cane - has traditionally been the island' s m ost significant export 
product. However, during the 1970s manufacturing and tourism 
emerged as major foreign exchange earners. 

Barbados' beautiful beaches and its so cial stability have been 
important factors in attracting an increasing number of tourists since 
the late 1970s. In addition, a relatively stable economic climate has 
provided an attractive environment for foreign investment and a 
growing offshore services industry. 

Barbados is a member of the major international organisations such as 
the United Nations (UN), World Health Organisation (WHO), World 
Bank (IBRD), International Monetary Fund (IMF), Inter-American 
Development Bank (IbB), International Labour Organisation (ILO) and 
the World Trade Organization (WTO). 

At the regional level, Barbados has been at the forefront of the 
integration movement. It held the first and only premiership of the 
West Indies Federation, which was a political union formed in 1958 
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Bank (IBRD), International Monetary Fund (IMF), Inter-American 
Development Bank (lbB), International Labour Organisation (ILO) and 
the World Trade Organization (WTO). 

At the regional level, Barbados has been at the forefront of the 
integration movement. It held the first and only premiership of the 
West Indies Federation, which was a political union formed in 1958 
among former British colonies in the English spe aking Caribbean. The 
Federation collapsed in 1962. In 1968, Barbado s and other Caribbean 
countries formed the Caribbean Free Trade Association (CARIFTA), 
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In an effort to deepen regional integration and to expand co
operation in other areas of development, 'members of CARIFTA 
signed the Treaty of Chaguaramas in July 1973 to create the 
Caribbean Community (CARICOM). Currently, countries in the 
CARICOM region are taking steps to further deepen the integration 
movement through the creation of a CARICOM Single Market and 
Economy (CSME). Within the Community, Barbados has been 
assigned responsibility for overseeing the implementation of the 
CSME. 

In the creation and pursuit of the vision for Barbados, it is important 
that we harness our strengths, exploit all opportunities, minimise 
our weaknesses and mitigate the impact of threats emanating from 
the internal and external environment. 

STRENGTHS AND OPPORTUNITIES 

Ba rbados 
hus a 

relatively 
cotnprehen
sive social 
safe ty net 

STRENGTHS 

1.	 Political stability: This stability is reflected in the uninterrupted 
practice of representative government since 1639, upon which 
post-colonial Barbadians have built a remarkable and cohesive 
democratic system, which compares favourably with world-class 
standards. Barbados' political stability has been reinforced since 
1993 by the establishment of a unique, well-developed Social 
Partnership comprising Government, the Private Sector and 
Labour. 

2.	 Ju st ice and legal system: Barbados has a well-developed, 
judicial and legal system in which fundamental human rights, 
civil liberties and respect for the rule of law are strongly upheld. 

3.	 Social cohesion: A very high level of social cohesiveness 
characterises the island's population. There is in place a network 
of social organisations (sports clubs, community clubs, interest 
groups and churches) that fosters this cohesiveness. 

4.	 Social safety net: Barbados has a relatively comprehensive social 
safety net which caters to its citizens from birth to death. There 
are several agencies that execute this important work. 
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of social organisations (sports clubs, community clubs, interest 
groups and churches) that fosters this cohesiveness. 

4.	 Social safety net: Barbados has a relatively comprehensive social 
safety net which caters to its citizens from birth to death. There 
are several agencies that execute this important work. 

5.	 Educati on: Barbados, with a literacy rate of 99 per cent, possesses 
one of the most comprehensive educational systems in the 
developing world. Education is compulsory to age sixteen and 
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fA opportunities range from pre-school to university education, and 
:h e include vocational and technical training, as well as special schools 
the for the mentally and physically challenged. 
on 
nd 6. Macroeconomic stability: Barbados has an enviable record of 
-en macroeconomic stability as a result of prudent fiscal, monetary 
the and prices and incomes policies. The Barbadian dollar has 

maintained a fixed parity with the US dollar since 1975. There has 
also been a low and stable rate of inflation, relatively low

lnt unemployment, a reasonably equitable distribution of income and
ise 

an AA- credit rating as at mid-2004 by Standard and Poor's Credit 
rm 

Rating Agency. 

7.1	 nfrastructure: Barbados has a relatively well-developed 
infrastructure of public buildings, airport, seaport, road network, 
telecommunications, water, electricity, and pipelines for the 
delivery of natural gas. 

8. Competitive investment incentive regime: Barbados possesses a 
:ed competitive regime for the attraction of foreign investment, 
ich especially in the area of international business services. 
.ve 
iSS	 9.Aln bi ance : An excellent tropical climate, clean white beaches, blue 
ice water, developed coral reefs and a friendly population make 
ial Barbados particularly attractive to tourists. 
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Market 
unification 

offers 
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for 
economies of 

scale and 
scope 

Barbados' Access to Globa~ Markets 

OPPORTUNITIES 

1.	 New export opportunities thro u gh increased access to global 
markets: Trade liberalisation provides Barbados with new market 
opportunities in a wide range of services and products for which 
we have a competitive advantage, particularly in the Americas and 
within CARICOM. 

2.	 Increa sed acces s to in vestm en t res ources: Globalisation and 
liberalisation of trade and finance provide new and increased 
access to both portfolio and foreign direct investment. 

3.	 Strengthening of intersecto ral linkages: Domestic sectors can 
strengthen their productive capacities through intersectoral 
linkages. 

4.	 Agricultural diversifica ti on: Opportunities lie in the production 
of high-valued products, such as West Indian Sea Island Cotton 
products, specialty sugars and other high-value products based 
on sugar cane, organic and gourmet foods, use of bio-technology 
and the tapping of ethnic markets abroad. 

5.	 Benefits from market unification: Market unification offers 
opportunities for economies of scale and scope, thereby facilitating 
greater efficiency, growth and profitability to Barbadian 
businesses, lower prices to its consumers and increased consumer 
welfare. 
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and the tapping of ethnic markets abroad. 

5.	 Ben ef its fr om mark et u nification: Market unification offers 
opportunities for economies of scale and scope, thereby facilitating 
greater efficiency, growth and profitability to Barbadian 
businesses, lower prices to its consumers and increased consumer 
welfare. 

The unification of regional capital markets provides the 
~pp~r~ni;yf~~ U:c:.,ea~ed ma~ket c~~pit~lis~?on~ereby ~llo~~~g 
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6.	 Reduced transaction cost of business: Globalisation, which has 
led to the enhancement of-information technology and e-commerce, 
offers greater opportun ities to Barbadian businesses and 
consumers through reductions in transaction costs and prices. 

7.	 Business in.novation: Th e increasin g diversity of market 
requirements presents ne w opportunities for business innovation 
and an expansion in production capacity. 

8. Access to employment overseas: Globalisation, trade liberalisation 
and the formation of the CARICOM Single Market and Economy 
will create greater op portunities for Barbadian nationals to access 
employment overseas. 

9.	 Enhanced capacity to accelerate Barbados' human resource 
development thrust: A greater opportunity exists to use 
diplomatic and economic relations to develop Barbados' human 
resources. There is also the opp ortunity to develop the human 
resources through the enhanced capacity to use highly developed 
telecommunication ne tworks and information technology to access 
and encourage distance or home-based learning/ training. 

, WEAKNESSES AND THREATS 

Tire 
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events. 

WEAKNESSES 

1.	 Vulnerability: The Barbadian economy possesses the defining 
characteristics of Small Island Developing States (SIDS),which make 
it especially vulnerable to ex ternal even ts. These special and 
peculiar structural and institutional characteristics impact on our 
macroeconomic fundamen tals, economic sectors and individual 
units in the society. These characteristics also impact structurally 
on the process of economic growth, constrain our ability to compete 
and limit our capacity and .speed to undertake adjustment and 
transformation in the structure of the 'economy. 

The .most serious vulnerabilities for Barbados are: 

(a) Exposure to hurr icanes. 
(b) Limited land and natural resource base. 
(c) A fragile marine ecosystem . 
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transformation in me struc ture or the 'economy. 

The .most serious vulnerabilities for Barbados are: 

(a)	 Exposure to hurricanes. 
(b)	 Limited land and natural resource base. 
(c)	 A fragile marine ecosystem . 
(d)	 Limited economic diversification and a high degree of 

economic openness, with foreign trade accounting for 
more than two-thirds of GDP. 
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There is 
iucreas iug 

e'i) idence o] 
loss of 

international 
competi
tiveness 

2. Lack of economies of scale and scope: Our small size has made it 
difficult to realise economies of scale and scope especially in 
in dustry and agriculture. Relatively high labour and operating 
costs also act as a constraint on doing business in Barbados. 

3.	 Market imperfection: There is a high incidence of monopolistic 
and oligopolistic behaviour in our domestic markets. Financial 
markets, in particular, are narrow and shallow and, as such, limited 
in their capacity to absorb domestic and external shocks. These 
market imperfections suppress efficiency and competitiveness, 
leading to higher production costs and prices, sub-optimal quality 
of service delivery and reduced consumer welfare. 

4.	 Public Sector bureaucracy: According to the "White Paper on 
Public Sector Reform of the Ministry of the Civil Service," the Public 
Sector is characterised by over-centralisation and over-dependence 
on rigid regulations. 

5.	 Lim ited capacity in the Public Sector: The Barbados Public Sector 
is operating within the same modalities as it has for over the last 
30 years, while the economy has grown significantly and society 
h as become infinitely more complex. In addition, this has 
contributed to general tardiness in the implementation processes. 

6.	 Wea k entrepreneurial culture: There is a low level of 
entrepreneurship, with Barbadians generally disinclined to take 
business risks and to turn innovative ideas into enterprises. In 
addition, there is ve ry limited institutional capacity. 

7.	 Paucity of research, development and innovation: There is a 
general la ck of intensity and continuity in r esearch and 
development in the areas of enterprise development, product 
development and ideas development, 

8.	 Weak management tradition: Managerial practice and technology 
lag behind in ternational standards in the private and public sector. 

9.	 Poor maintenance of infrastructure: There is a lack of adequate 
maintenance of government property, water works and roads. 
Sections of the island's road network are in a state of disrepair, 
traffic congestion is severe and traffic accidents are on the increase. 

9.	 Poor maintenance of infrastructure: There is a lack of adequate 
maintenance of government property, water works and roads. 
Sections of the island's road network are in a state of disrepair, 
traffic congestion is severe and traffic accidents are on the increase. 

10. Loss of	 competitiveness: There is increasing evidence of loss of 
international competitiveness, especially in the manufacturing and 
<:> n -1"1roll 1h l -r t:> c;;:t:>r toTc;;: 
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11. Lack of food security: As a physically small developing country 
with limited capacity for producing food to satisfy domestic 
demand, Barbados is categorised as a Net Food Importing 
Developing Country. 

12. Demographic trends: Barbados has an ageing population with 
almost zero growth. This means that the work force will be required 
to support an increasing number of retired persons. Our ageing 
population therefore makes for a large dependency ratio. 

THREATS 

1.	 Trade liberalisation: This poses a number of competitive challenges 
to Barbados, especially in the sectors of manufacturing and agri
culture because of the availability of cheaper imports. There is also 
a loss of our preferential market access, particularly for raw sugar. 

2.	 Financi al and cap ital m arket li b erali sa ti on: This presents a 
challenge to Barbados' fixed exchange rate regime and the degree 
of monetary autonomy. In addition, it provides greater avenues 
for money laundering and other financial crimes. 

3.	 Global degradation of the environment: Greenhouse gas emissions 
contribute to global warming which has a very negative effect on 
our climate. The rise in sea levels is a distinct possibility with 
frightening adverse impacts for small island states such as 
Barbados. Barbados' marine ecosystem is also threatened by the 
passage of radioactive materials through the Caribbean Sea. 

4.	 HIV/ AIDS, chronic non-communicable diseases, rising crime and 
drug abuse: These pose a serious challenge to the development of 
social capital, the linchpin of further econo mic growth. 

HIV/AIDS is undoubtedly the most cri tical health issue facing 
Barbados. This pandemic poses a serious threat to our youth, to 
the most productive elements of our labou r force, and to our 
established social capital formation. HIV/ AIDS can reduce 
productivity, national savings and investment. Itcan also negatively 
impact on foreign investment, tourist arrivals and foreign exchange 
earnings. 

5.	 The emergence of an international political order bas ed on 
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the most productive elements of our labou r force, and to our 
established social capital formation. HIV/ AIDS can reduce 
productivity, national savings and investment. Itcan also negatively 
impact on foreign investment, tourist arrivals and foreign exchange 
earnings. 

5.	 The emergence of an international political orde r bas ed on 
unilateralism and th e use of ·war: This creates a climate of 
uncertainty thatis particularly threatening to small countries. One 
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initiatives continue to pose a severe threat to our international 
business and financial services. 

The foregoing analysis has substaintially informed the formulation 
of the goals, objectives and strategies presented in this Plan. 
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HGLOBAL EXCELLENCE, 
BARBADIAN TRADITIONS" 

The theme /I Global Excellence" Barbadian Traditions" conveys 
the message of a Barbados that is a successful and globally competitive 
society, fully integrated into the world economy but at the same time 
capable of preserving and strengthening its own identity, enterprise, 
national sovereignty and traditions. 
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(IV. COREVALUES ) 

These core values provide an ethical framework for the trans
formed Barbadian society we envisage. They exemplify the best of 
the Barbadian identity; they have served us well in the past and will 
continue to do so in the future. Many of them are anchored in our 
National Anthem. These values are: 

Friendliness 

Confidence 

Steadfastness 

Pride ofNationhood 

Industry 

Loyalty 

Faith in God 

Strength and Unity 

Excellence' 

Family Values 

Independence 

Discipline 

Family Values 

Independence 

Discipline 
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(v. THE VISION ) 

"A fully developed society that is 
prosperous, socially ju st and globally 
competiti ue". 

The fully developed Barbados that we envision by 2025 will be: 

•	 A society driven primarily by a services economy fuelled by a 
steady rate of export growth, with a state-of-the-art information 
and communications technology infrastructure, a high savings 
rate, Widespread material prosperity, full employment, an 
equitable distribution of income and wealth and an enhanced 
quality of life. 

•	 A premier world tourism destination and a centre for high 
quality financial, information and other services augmented by 
reinvigorated manufacturing and agricultural sectors. 

•	 A society that places people at the centre of development and, 
through economic enfranchisement offers each and every 
individual the freedom and opportunity to develop their talents 
to their full potential. 

•	 A society symbolised by creativity, innovation, industry, 
productivity, entrepreneurship and intellectual excellence, in 
which all enjoy a rich cultural, social and economic life. 

•	 A society that is an integral part of the Caribbean family of 

•	 A truly literate society whose people are educated, rounded 
human beings, possessed of sophisticated skills and so imbued 
with social justice and equity that no one is left by the wayside. 

nations. 

•	 A sustainable society thatco-exists in harmony with a beautiful, 
clean and healthy physical environment and physical 
infrastructure, and whose people enjoy good health and high 
life expectancy. 

•	 A society of religious and enduring moral values, diversity and 
tolerance, imbued with a strong sense of public sp iritedness 
and an abiding sense of trust and community. 

clean and healthy physical environment and physical 
infrastructure, and whose people enjoy good health and high 
life expectancy. 

•	 A society of religious and enduring moral values, diversity and 
tolerance, imbued with a strong sense of public spiritedness 
and an abiding sense of trust and community. 

•	 A fully democratic society with enhanced freedoms and rights 
for all and zoverned bv the rule of law, in which citizens 
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• 
relatively free from the scourges of illegal drugs; corruption, 
crime and yiolence. 

A society of order; self-discipline and respect for the law, 
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(VI. STRATEGIC GOALS) 

As Barbados arrives at a tu rning point in history, the world is 
engulfed in change. Old arrangements are breaking down; new ones 
are emerging. The era of inward-looking protection is over. The age 
of global competitiveness is upon us. Barbadians must show unity of 
purpose, strength of conviction and clarity of vision, if we are not 
merely to survive but also to prosper. 

At present Barba dos faces two broad challenges: 

•	 Unleashing the fu ll poten tial of its people and securing the 
wholehearted commitment of all generations, classes and races 
to building a prosperous, peaceful and inclusive Barbados. 

•	 Re-positioning Barbados competitively, and in a way that 
preserves our Barbadian identity, in the new global economy. 

To meet these challenges, we must engage in a historic and strategic 
transformation of our society. The old paradigm of our development 
has served us well. Barbados is recognised internationally as one of 
the most po litically stable and best-m anaged developing countries. 
The old paradigm has brought us to the stage where we enjoy the 
standard of living of a middle-income country. 

We have, however, reached a point in the history of our nation where 
we must now strive for even higher levels of development. In order 
for us to achieve our vision, we must embrace new approaches to 
development and new technologies to realise the full potential of all 
Barbadians. 

This point in our history coincides wi th profound changes in the world, 
leading to the emergence of a new global economy which has the 
potential for either tearing apart the social fabric of nations or for 
expanding the world's wealth and lifting all mankind to a new level 
of prosperity. 

It is therefore not possible to go forward by simply varying our path 
of development. A chasm cannot be crossed by small steps. We must 
engage in a great transformation of our society that places people at 
the centre of our development. 

Barbadians are blessed with the gif t of adap tability . It has served us 
well in the past. We must now build the fu tu re on the best of the past. 

It is therefore not possible to go forward by simply varying our path 
of development. A chasm cannot be crossed by small steps. We must 
engage in a great transformation of our society that places people at 
the centre of our development. 

Barbadians are blessed with the gif t of adap tability . It has served us 
well in the past. We must now build the fu tu re on the best of the past. 
If we do that successfully, Barbados will take its place with confidence 
as a fully developed centre of high quality, high value services in the 
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A bright 
aud 

realisable 
future 

beckons us . 

Re-committing ourselves to nation building and creating social capital 
is as vital to development as is economic restructuring to engaging 
the new global circumstances. 

We are on the cusp of the creation of a cohesive, developed society. A 
bright and realisable future beckons us. We must unlock the 
tremendous potential within ourselves. 

We m ust becom e globally competitive, while preserving and 
strengthening our Barbadian identity and enterprise. 

The broad goals for achieving our national vision are as follows: 
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(GOAL'··bN~:) "Inspired, exulting, free": 
Unleashing the Spirit ofthe Nation. 

Independence has to be seen not just as a one-off political event, 
but also as a continuing national mindset that reflects the values and 
identity of the people. 

Independence in 1966 was a constitutional break from British 
colonialism, which embraced political, social and economic 
arrangements that were a necessary and, at the time, wise compromise. 
These arrangements resulted in consistent progress and solid 
achievements, including a high level of material prosperity. They have, 
however, run their course. Now they largely act as a constraint on 
further development. 

The people are now ready to move forward: to engage in a society
wide cultural transformation - a mental emancipation - that will 
reinforce Barbadian values and national identity, and that will act as a 
ca talyst for propelling Barbados into the 21St century as a fully 
developed society. 

We have progressed from dependence to independence; now we go 
forward to inter-dependence. 

Success in the new global economy will require greater self-reliance, . 
social cohesion, national commitment and a strong sense of identity. 
The legacies of colonial dependency must be transcended. 

The old paradigm whereby the state was perceived as 'belonging' to 
the black community while the white community and other minorities 
functioned exclusively in the private economy is now bankrupt. In 
recen t years there appears to be an increasing dependency on the State 
ra ther than on self. Traditional values of independence, self-reliance 
and th rift must therefore be re-emphasised. 

Now is the time for forging a cohesive, self-reliant society that goes 
beyond the constraints of race, class and generation; a society in which 
individuals guard their rights zealously and accept their 
responsibilities eagerly. 

There has to be a renewed effort at creating greater equity and social 
justice, strengthening national identity, and at building a truly 
inclusive society of genuine opportunity for all. Restoring optimism 
among the poor is as critical as energising the rich to take risks and to 
invest. 
individuals guard their rights zealously and accept their 
responsibilities eagerly. 

There has to be a renewed effort at creating greater equity and social 
justice, strengthening national identity, and at building a truly 
inclusive society of genuine opportunity for all. Restoring optimism 
among the poor is as critical as energising the rich to take risks and to 
invest. 

Now is the time for harnessing the energies and values of all in the 
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,(G O AL TWOV"Firm craftsmen of our fate": 
Neto Governance for Neto Times. 

The Barbados Constitution has served us well, but a constitution 
must be open to change, a living document evolving to meet new 
times and one that faithfully reflects the values of the people for whom 
it is the supreme law. 

Now is the time for tailoring our constitutional clothing to suit our 
own circumstances as we move forward to become a fully developed 
society. 

We must "Barbadianise" our Constitution fully so that the head of 
state and the court of final appeal no longer depend on the former 
colonial power. 

We must also modernise and adapt parliament, our electoral system, 
and our political party system to the new global and domestic realities, 
as well as ensure greater popular political participation through, 
among other things, empowerment of our communities. 

We must strengthen the Social Partnership institutionally and anchor 
it in the Constitution. 

But we must go far beyond that. 

In order to equip Barbados to function in the new global economy, i 
will be necessary to transform, not only the Barbadian society an 
economy, but also the way we govern ourselves. We will need a ne 
paradigm of governance that speaks not just to the government of th 
society but also to governance in the society. 

At the heart of the new arrangements for governance must be greate 
transparency and accountability, based on a heightened sense of trust 
not only in the public sector, but also in the corporate sector and civi 
society. 

The Barbadian state in an era of globalisation will have an importan 
role to play both in the society and the economy. 

The state has the critical functions of ensuring equity and social justice 
of strengthening nationai identity; of building social capital; of guidin 
the creation of an appropriate infrastructure for the new informatio 
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The Barbadian state in an era of globalisation will have an importan 
role to play both in the society and the economy. 

The state has the critical functions of ensuring equity and social justice 
of strengthening nationai identity; of building social capital; of guidin 
the creation of an appropriate infrastructure for the new informatio 
econolny; and of playing an entrepreneurial role by partnering wi 
the private sector in productive investment where cost may be to 
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Civil 
society 

must also be 
strengthened 
as a critica I 

part of 
govenlance. 

At the same time the state need not itself carry out all the functions of 
governance, but it must, as an enabler, ensure that these functions are 
carried out in an efficient and cost-effective manner and with 
transparency and accountability. 

It is also important to ensure that. there is a fit between the critical 
functions and stated priorities of governmen t and the allocation of 
resources muong the differen t entities of government. 

The public service must be a catalyst for change. It is essential that 
public sector reform goes far beyond its present scope to embrace a 

. radical overhaul of the administrative machinery of government. 

Civil society must also be strengthened as a critical part of governance. 
Non-governmental organisations (NGOs), sin gle interest groups, faith
based organisations and co m m u n i ty - based groups will have 
increasingly important roles to play in the governance of our society 
which must be characterised by higher levels of self-reliance, less 
dependence on the state and greate r diversity and tolerance. 
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people, 
indeed. 
social 

capital are 
critical to 
economic 

grcnoth and 
deve lopment: 

(GOAL THREE=)JJStrength and unity" 
Building Social Capital. 

Ideas, creativity and innovation drive the information economy. 
This places people at the heart of the process of development, as both 
agents and objects of development. Development theorists worldwide 
now recognise that people, indeed, social capital are critical to 
economic growth and development. 

There are two important aspects of social capital: creating the human 
resource for a knowledge-based, skill-intensive services economy, 
and creating the values of trust, moral obligation, duty towards family 
and community, cooper.ation, discipline and respect for the law that 
are crucial to any society's successful development. 

Both aspects place a premium on education and training, as well as 
on creating the social and cultural conditions in which all members of 
the society can realize their full potential. 

A small country must use all the talents of its people. Noone must be 
left behind; none marginalised; each one has a part to play in 
transforming Barbados into a fully developed society. 

The key to unlocking the productive potential of Barbadians is a 
continued revolution in education from the nursery to the tertiary level 
with the aim of maximising educational opportunities for all 
Barbadians. All Barbadians must be involved in lifelong learning. 

Economic success now depends more than ever on intellectual capital, 
self-confidence and belief in oneself. 
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(GOAL FOUR:)iJThese fields and hills" 

Strengthening the Phys ical Infrastructure 
andPreseroing the Enuironment. 

A formidable challenge that we face is to expand and enhance 
our physical infrastructure while at the same time preserving our 
environment. Creative ways of meeting this challenge will have to be 
found as we seek to advance our economic and social development. 

As a small island with limited natural resources and high vulnerability 
to natural hazards, physical and environmental planning and solid 
waste management are just as critical as economic and social planning. 
In the past we have done this; as we go forward however, we have to 
be more systematic and forward looking in our planning. We have to 
develop our physical infrastructure for economic and social purposes, 
while at the same time preserving our natural surroundings. It is only 
on this basis that we can build environmental and social resilience, 
ultimately limiting the threats to our economy. 

In this regard, our road network needs to be upgraded, our water 
supply augmented, our energy resources diversified, and 
environmental degradation and threats eliminated. 

We must all work together to ensure that our goal of strengthening 

We have to 
deve lop our 

physical 
infrastructure 

for 
economic 

and social 
purposes, 

uihi le at the 
sante time 
preserving 
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our natural . our physical infrastructure and preserving our natural environment 
surroundings. . is accomplished. 
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... it is rura: 
conceioablc 

that a 
society as 
small, as 

trag ile, and 
as 

tntlnerable 
as Barbados 
call become 

a fulh] 
developed 

society. 

( GO AL FlYE)JlUpward and onward ": 

Enhancing Barbados' Prosperity 
and Competitioeness. 

The world is in the midst of unprecedented change. The old 
order is metamorphosing into a new one. The emergence of a global 
economy, powered by the revolution in information and 
communications technology, heralds a new phase in the history of 
mankind, one that is both full of promise and peril. The very nature 
of work is changing. Relations between nations are being re-ordered 
through the processes of liberalisation and globalisation. 

Previously, Barbados was incorporated into the international system 
on passive terms that were not our own. Our economy was geared to 
producing agricultural and manufactured products for preferred 
markets and was the recipient of concessionary financing for 
development. 

All that has changed. Barbados is now being required to compete 
without the benefit of special preferences in the new global economy. 

His therefore essential that we now integrate 'Barbados into the global 
economy on terms crafted by us to reflect our needs as a sovereign 
nation. 

We must maintain a vigorous presence at all the relevant trade 
negotiations whether at the World Trade Organisation, with the 
European Union, the Free Trade Area of the Americas or within 
CARICOM. In addition, with trade liberalisation and economic 
integration, our investment opportunities lie as much in the Caribbean 
and the Americas as in Barbados. 

The information age places a premium on knowledge and social capital 
that favours small countries' as much, as large ones. For the first time, 
it is now conceivable that a society as small, as fragile, and as 
vulnerable as Barbados can become a fully developed society. 

The information revolution, by heralding the 'death of distance', has 
revolutionised the whole idea of what constitutes a nation's domestic 
market. Barbados has a large Diaspora, so that citizenship is a function 
not just of domicile but also of commitment, 

The Barbadian economy has undergone significant diversification from 
an agrarian to a services economy, with tourism and international 

The information revolution, by heralding the 'death of distance', has 
revolutionised the whole idea of what constitutes a nation's domestic 
market. Barbados has a large Diaspora, so that citizenship is a function 
not just of domicile but also of commitment, 

The Barbadian economy has undergone significant diversification from 
an agrarian to a services economy, with tourism and international 
business and financial services being the principal sources of foreign 
exchange earnings. Tourism, which is the mainstay of our economy, 
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We cannot rest on our laurels. We must undertake an even more rapid 
and radical transformation of our economy. We have, as a country, to 
continuously identify and exploit those areas of economic activity that 
are viable and competitive, and that can contribute to sustained 
growth, employment and the reduction of poverty. 

We must exploit every opportunity for the export of services. 

What is needed at this juncture in our his tory is the radica l 
transformation of Barbados that equips us to compete in the new global 
economy while preserving and strengthening our national identity . 

We have to be globally competitive, but we have to do it the Bajan 
way. 
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... ideniifu, 
sharpen and 

unify that 
positive 

'brand 
in/age' of 
Barbados 

(GOAL SIX0J1Strict guardians of our heritage": 

Branding Barbados Globalb]. 

Barbados, since its independence, has had a respected image 
and identity in the world. This relates, among other things, to the 
warmth, friendliness and industriousness of our people; education; 
its natural beauty; its prowess at cricket; prudent and skilful 
management of the economy and good leadership; political stability, 
long parliamentary tradition, democratic governance and, more 
recently, the Social Partnership. 

Barbados is recognised internationally, as United Nations' Secretary 
General Kofi Annan observed, as 'punching above its weight'. 

This image is a major national asset and constitutes in the public 
imagination a sort of trademark or brand. It is celebrated domestically 
as the 'Bajan Way' and recognised regionally and internationally as 
the 'Barbados Model' . 

One of the ways of asserting leadership in the global economy is to 
identify, sharpen and unify that positive 'brand image' of Barbados 
and use it to market Barbados politically, culturally and in the areas 
of our greatest economic strength, tourism and international business 
and financial services. In other words, "Brand Barbados Globally". 

The Barbados Model can capture the global imagination and establish 
Barbadian leaders as intellectual pioneers. We have a duty to show 
others how a small country can be successful and yet retain its identity. 




